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Introduction

CUHK Secrets is a facebook page
where people(student)
share information(mostly about CU)
ANONYMOUSLY.

→ hide you real identity to avoid personal suffering 
→ the speaker become “unamed voice” (ANYONE, EVERYONE)
 



 How it (CUHK Secrets) works?

Information 
from daily life
(e.g. gossip,
          joke,
          news)

process by 
administrator
and post
on Facebook



 individual or group? 
individual = administrator, group = CUHK community

make use of social media by…
-represent the community on internet as a virtual community
-express and release the feelings of member on specific topic 



　 critical statements?
1) gossip 2) daily difficulties 3) university/society news 
-sometimes the statement come from those members,
 sometimes come from the administrator (add on)

how audiences support the statements?
like and comment and share !!

or they may reply by the same “secret system”



Democratic communication platform

•Equivalent  role in discussion (as long as you have an account)

•For people to collaborate

•Interactivity and conversation



Any CUHK student who want to establish a 
e-sport society? please leave a comment if 
you are interested. 

The procedure of e-sport society 
establishment has been done, we will recuit 
member soon, please look forward to it.



Umbrella Movement

•Sit-ins throughout Hong 
Kong

•Great source of new 
information and ideas

•Empowered and be confident 
to stand up



 
 

Get out of there if the police shot. we 
can group up another day.

Need reinforcement in several 
places, please go to support those 
students.



Weak-tie(Malcolm Gladwell)

•Fragile relationship between participants

•No revolution will be made without friendship 
a.k.a. strong-tie

•Revolution required: Discipline, Strategy, 
Authority Structure(hierarchy), Trust



Pseudo-hierarchy
Hierarchy?

Information

Become authority?

Structure



equalized(lack of) authority

•Excessive accessibility, listener become author

•Anonymous identity of the author

→ Leads to confusion, misinformation

→ Difficult to reach consensus

I apologize for 
what I did.

I will not turn over a new leaf.

I will turn over a new leaf.
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Social media as entertainment

The crowd is just 
like a whale

The conference document 
released/ not yet released 
by representative council, 
CUSU



Cyber activist

•Contribute to society through internet and 
social media

•Increasing oppotunities for poeple to make 
changes in low-risk (anonymous) situation

•No real sacrifice -> do something you can do 
then

It does make social changes and improvment! delaying (student) salary problem of CUHK

the “invisible problems”



The appearance of social media invented a new 
way of contribution, but at the same time 
created confusion and faintness.


